Abstract — There is proposed the logical model of assembly technological processes design. The basic set of predicates, which characterizes the assembly process, is considered. The model is implemented by Prolog language program. The models of technological process design, based on semantic nets and on frames and a method of voice information input are proposed. Also the questions of decision-making for robot manipulations are considered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The radio electronic devices technological processes design is a field, where the role of the human factor is still great even for simple products.

Generally, the assembly technology has descriptive character and does not allow computing methods using because of the following features [1]:

- Absence of analytical dependences;
- Complex interrelation and mutual influence of different problems;
- A great role of empirical dependences and existence of implicit objective laws;
- Huge information volumes and opposite factors.

Such prominent features of technology and its ill-structured character attract the attention of specialists in field of knowledge presentation and artificial intelligence methods.

During the technological processes models design it is necessary to take in account the huge experience, which has been collected by technologists, usually in unstructured view. In the same time it is necessary to start from the presence of quite determined informal laws of technology design.

Robots as programmable automatic devices can be used on such operations as equipment service, painting and control. The assembly operations are the most perspective direction of industrial robots application. The creation of assembly operations models allows simplifying of assembly technological processes design, especially if representation of model and following robot decision-making system design will be on the common mathematical and logical basis [2].

The development of robotic decision-making support system contains the significant volume of logic programming [3]. So it looks very actual and perspective to include the elements of decision-making system to the computer-aided system for technological assembly design.

II. ASSEMBLY PROCESS AND TECHNOLOGICAL RULES

The assembly technological process is sequence of technological operations on junction of parts, which is ordered as to technical and economical requirements.

As to such definition, the assembly technological process has the functional links of two kinds:

- between the joints and parts of manufacturing system;
- the order of joint execution.

The basis requirements to assembly order can be expressed by following statements:

- if part is a technological base for the other part as to conditions of access and basing, then base would be set earlier then the other part;
- if part is restricted on access by other part, the restricted part would be set earlier, then the restricting one.

The process of assembly order can be presented in the following view [1]:

- disintegration of object into technological assembly units;
- definition of order on assembly units installation;
- definition of order on assembly units juncture.

The following sections will consider the models assembly technological processes automated design.

III. LOGICAL MODEL

As it was said, technology is a science, built on a number of informal laws, while based on designer logic. The last one defines how the separated parts will be mounted to the single devise. So, the first model is logical.

Let’s consider the setting of attached elements on the board of electronic device. It’s need to set on the board the microchips, with the number between 0 and some $i$, condensers ($0 \div j$), transistors ($0 \div k$), resistors ($0 \div l$), inductors ($0 \div m$), diodes ($0 \div n$).

The description of given facts in the predicates logic may be represented as a next:
detail (board)
type (board, board)
detail (microchip_1)
type ("microchip_1", microchip)

……………………
detail (microchip_i)
type (microchip_i, microchip)
detail (condenser_1)
type ("condenser_1", condenser)
……………………
detail (condenser_j)
type (condenser_j, condenser)
detail (transistor_1)
type ("transistor_1", transistor)
……………………
detail (transistor_k)
type (transistor_k, transistor)
detail (resistor_1)
type ("resistor_1", resistor)
……………………
detail (resistor_l)
type (resistor_l, resistor)
detail (inductor_1)
type ("inductor_1", inductor)
……………………
detail (inductor_m)
type (inductor_m, inductor)
detail (diode_1)
type ("diode_1", diode)
……………………
detail (diode_n)
type (diode_n, diode)

Every detail is characterized by parameters set:

parameters (name, square, size, setup_version). (1)

Setup version includes which leads element has (planar or core). For radio electronic apparatus assembly this feature may be written in next way:

peculiarity (name, [control_points_list]), (2)

where [control_points_list]=[cp1, cp2],
where cp1,cp2 – element control points.
Then assembly unit may be represented in next way

assembly_unit (number, board, [attached_elements list]) (3)

For radio electronic devices assembly there can be written the the next expression can be written

\[ \exists x \exists y (type(x, board) \land \text{type}(y, [\text{attached_elements_list}]) \land \exists u (\text{type}(u, \text{assembly_unit}) \land \text{include}(u, [x, y])). \] (4)

The product is considered as assembled when the entire elements are assembled. The assembly unit is assembled, when all details it consists are found.

\[ \exists B \exists D \exists u (\text{base_found}(B) \land \text{compatible_detail}(B, D) \land \text{assembly_unit_found}(u, B, D) \land \text{assembled}(u)) \rightarrow \text{process_executed}. \] (5)

In this way, at the first step the base detail has to be found. Next, detail connected to base is looked for and assembly unit, which includes the base and connected details, has to be found.

Mostly, the base detail has the biggest size:

\[ \exists B (\text{base_found}(B) \land \max_size(B)) \rightarrow \text{base_found}(B). \] (6)

The detail, which has to be connected to the base, may have the necessary properties:

\[ \exists B \exists D \exists S (\text{detail}(B) \land \text{detail}(D) \land \text{peculiarity}(B, S) \land \text{peculiarity}(D, S) \rightarrow \text{compatible_detail}(B, D)). \] (7)

Then, it’s need to determine the order of assembly units assembling and the details, will connect base and compatible details.

The developed model is the base for program on Turbo-Prolog. The main predicate defines the setup of assembly order and has the next view:

\[ \text{make_process}: \rightarrow \text{find_base(Base)}, \]
\[ \text{find_compatible(Base,D)}, \text{find_jointer(Base,D,L)}, \text{find_joint(Base,D,L,UL)}, \text{assemble_joint(UL)}, \]
\[ \text{make_process}. \]

Thus, at first step the basis part Base is determined. Further the part D compatible with Base must be found, also part L, which is a connector for basis and its compatible part. On the following step the assembly unit’s list UL, which provides the connection of base and compatible details, must be found. The fulfillment of joints for the assembly unit’s list will mean the execution of whole assembly process, which is repeated in recursion.

So, the logical model of assembly technological process for radio electronic apparatus example is proposed.

IV. SEMANTIC NET MODEL

Semantic models usually define the reasonable connections of objects. Every assembly units unites a number elements, logically (as it’s shown above) and reasonably connected. So now let’s consider the model of assembly technological process for the same radio electronic apparatus, presented in the previous part, using semantic nets.

Semantic net model assumes that there is the set of vertexes, which presents the object of simulation (and it’s elements), and the set of arcs, that describes the relations between objects. Thus, we have to set a group of attached elements to the board and to describe their relationship. Fig.1 presents it.
V. FRAMEWORK MODEL

On assembly technological processes design, there can be the standard sequences of unit assembling, what’s why seem reasonable to consider the framework model of assembly process.

For any assembly product (AP) there can be defined a number of possible assembly schemes (AS) may exist. So AP=<AS(D)₁, AS(D)₂,…, AS(D)ₙ> – the set of possible assembly schemes, N – the number of possible assembly process schemes. AS(D) may be written in the next way:

\[ AS(D) = \langle d₁, d₂, \ldots, dₘ \rangle, \quad (8) \]

where \( D \) – the set of necessary assembly operations,
\( dᵢ \in D \) – separated assembly operation, \( m \) – number of necessary assembly operations.

Every separated assembly operation is implemented by the pre-defined instrument. Also it’s described by starting and ending states of assembly details. This expression may be presented in next way:

\[ dᵢ = \langle l, ndet₁, ndet₂, kdet₁, kdet₂ \rangle, \quad (9) \]

where \( l \) – instrument,
\( ndet₁ \) – starting position of detail₁,
\( ndet₂ \) – starting position of detail₂,
\( kdet₁ \) – ending position of detail₁,
\( kdet₂ \) – ending position of detail₂.

The standard assembly process subsequence \( <d₁, d₂, dₙ> \) may be found in the scheme AS(D), it will represent the standard technological assembly operation (TO) or, in other words, the technological operation framework. The example of standard technological operations (frameworks) extraction in the technological process structure is presented on the fig.2.

VI. THE DESCRIPTION OF VOICE INPUT INFORMATION METHOD

The method of voice information input is a description of operations, which can be used for the computer-aided assembly technological processes design in robotized manufacturing. In particular, it assumes that assembly technological processes design for the industrial robot with the voice information input is based on the next principles.

1. The assembly unit’s positions in the robot’s workspace determine the issue and sequence of the technological and auxiliary movements. In terms of predicate logic it can be written in the following way:

\[ \forall x(type(x,assembly_detail)) \]
\[ \exists y(type(y,technological_step)) \]
\[ \exists r(type(r,rule)) \rightarrow (10) \]
\[ \exists t(type(t,technological_steps_sequence)) \]

2. The coordinates of any point, any command on robot movement can be expressed by the voice in limited natural language. This expression may be represented in a next way:

\[ \forall p(type(p,po.int))\forall c(type(c,command)) \land \forall v(type(vp,voice_present)) \rightarrow (11) \]

3. The commands, sequence of which provides the execution of goals of technological or auxiliary movements, can be united to meta-commands. This expression has next presentation:

\[ \exists c(type(c,command))c \in y(type(y,technological_step)) \land y \in T(type(T,common_technological_step)) \rightarrow (12) \]
\[ \exists mc(type(mc,metacommand)) \]

4. The control commands sequences, set by voice, implement the separated technological or auxiliary movements, the separated technological operations and define the whole technological process. This expression is represented by next group of expressions:

\[ \exists vp(type(vp,voice_present)) \rightarrow (13) \]
\[ \exists VP(type(VP,voice_commands_sequence)) \]
\[ \exists VP \rightarrow \exists t(type(t,technological_steps_sequence)) \]
5. The order of voice input application using is set on base of assembly drawing and defined by the models of assembly units and technological process presentations.

6. The voice information input provides the functioning of input information subsystem for Numerical Control (NP) CAD of robot.

The usage of considered voice input information method requires following the next steps.

1. Set the assembly details in the workspace of robot.
2. Using the voice information input, learn robot for the control point’s set, defined by location of assembly details, use commands “rotate”, “move”, “fix”.
3. Join complex commands complex, into meta-commands.
4. Using the voice information input, set the necessary robot’s movements, representing technological steps and operations.
5. Check the formed technological process, repeated it. Correct if necessary.

After all, the control system of robot should provide the execution of real commands for joints of robot.

VII. DECISION-MAKING FOR MANIPULATION TASKS

As it was written in previous section, it’s quit useful to define meta-commands. Our understanding of meta-commands is following: the technological process (as to definition) consists of technological operations, in its turn every operation consists of technological movements. Technological movements in case of assembly operation can be like that:

- take Object at point X,Y,Z;
- take Object A (at predefined position);
- put Object A on Object B;
- put Object A to point X,Y,Z;
- change Object A and Object B;
and more simpler actions:
- close Gripper;
- open Gripper;
- move to point X,Y,Z;
- rotate <base> - 90.

It clear, that the listed movements can be set or by keyboard, or by voice information input method, proposed above. From other hand, not every movement (action) can be implemented without any link to others. For instance, action put Object A on Object B assumes, that manipulator arm:

- firstly checks (maybe by technical vision device) if there is free access to Objects A and B, if no access – special procedure is required;
- moves to location of object A (action consists of several movements rotate of move);
- open Gripper (then time pause);
- close Gripper (then time pause);
- moves to location of object B (action also consists of several movements rotate of move);
- open Gripper;
- time pause;
- move to initial location or next program procedure.

The subject of question – how robot will “understand” the essence of such sequence. Certainly this task can be decided by methods of artificial intelligence, or namely – by application of decision-making (planning) systems [4].

The implementation of decision-making systems assumes the presence of planning and executive subsystems (manipulator or mobile robot). The environment of such systems contains the model of workspace, the set of operational schemes and the goal (or goals).

Actually, every operator scheme is a description of action, which can be executed by robot with objects within workspace. So, the mentioned technological movements, from decision-making point of view, should be presented as operational schemes set.

Every operational scheme contains the next elements:
1. the expected result of operational scheme (according to which, the planning system makes it’s action selection);
2. the test of achieved goal (possibly, action is already done);
3. validation test (is selected scheme suitable for goal);
4. the list of required actions (the setting and execution of actions to support the considered operational scheme);
5. the list of deleted events (obsolete for scheme result);
6. the list of added events (added by scheme result).

The goal of decision-making system is formulated as expected fact, which should be achieved by system (and with is a parameter for special components – “decider”), for example in case if robot arm should take object can be set as follows: plan (arm_robot (object1, now)).

From the knowledge base point of view, such operational scheme corresponds to framework model and is a framework-scenario. Another key feature of framework-scenario is a definition of order for frame execution slots. Also, according to this model, the attached functions (daemons) have to consider.

The example of operational scheme for “Take Object” action is shown in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3. Operational scheme for decision-making system](image_url)
Other level decision-making system is adaptation, including computer vision methods. Here is a number of problems with initial information processing, it’s recognition and identification. However, the key moments are also knowledge representation, determined by object features:

- the classification of object;
- object state;
- absolute or relational object coordinates;
- object priority level.

Therefore, every object can be classified to some framework description, included to database of decision-making system.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Probably, the look to the nearest development of assembly technological processes description will include the 3-dimensional description of a projected product, which provides more evident and efficient simulation of objects. Simultaneously, it’ll be impossible to exclude the using of assembly processes logical laws for basic technological features extraction. The expression of such technological features using presented logical model is the most simple and preferable way. Using of logical models in CAD and also in the intellectual assembly robot decision-making support system looks especially natural. The analyses of connections on assembly construction can be implemented by semantic, the standard suborders – by framework models.

As the basic proposals of given article there should be noticed:

- logical model for assembly technology CAD representation;
- semantic model for assembly elements analyses;
- framework model application for assembly technology description is defined;
- method of voice information input assembly CAD of robot is proposed;
- framework model applications for operational schemes description in robot manipulation decision-making system are described.

The application of developed models and method for assembly robotic technology has affordability 1000 GBP / year for one robot work station.
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